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Abstract 

Waste is becoming a major public health and environmental concern in Addis Ababa. Its 

improper and inadequate management leads to substantial negative social and environmental 

impacts. The problem has been aggravated due to ineffective institutions and lack of responsible 

and incapacitated autanomous public bodies. This paper therefore, presents institutional 

analysis of waste l17anagment system in Addis Ababa. It aims to review the rules in use, 

implementation capacitites of waste managment-organs and-to asses the existing ol'ganizalional 

setups of waste management and environmental protection organs in the city. 

The study employed qualitative research method, to review effectiveness of purposively selected 

waste management organizations (Solid Waste Administration Agency and Addis Ababa Water 

and Sewerage Authority). Furthermore, various policy documents reviewed and in order to 

supplement it checklists employed to assess the rules in use, inter-linkage and the capacity levels 

of organizations. 

In the city, the core of the problems of waste management are absence of clear roles and 

responsibilities among competent organs, recurrent organizational restructuring and inadequate 

institutional, organizational and individual capacity. Among others, varied economic nature of 

solid and liquid waste management aggravates the problems. Furthermore, poorly functional 

intelplayexists in the absence of accountability and responsibility of organs. 

Therefore, for an effective and sustainable waste management there should be clear and strong 

accountability mechanisms and local government collaboration with other stakeholder. 

Involvement of social inji'astructures such as "Idirs", for reaching the wider community, 

immediate capacity development measures and clarifYing the overall coordination framework 

among the city 's environmental protection and waste management organs required essentially. 

Key Words: Waste Management, Institutions, Organs 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

Waste Management (WM) refers to the functions of collection, transfer, treatment, recycling, 

resource reco very and di sposal of municipal waste (Schtibeler, 1996). Recent years, WM is one 

of the most crucial challenges for the governments to control the worst impacts in terms of public 

health, environmental resources and climate change. In the past, managing waste was simply 

transporting waste to di stant places for dumping. Only a fraction of waste was properl y collected 

and transported . Sometimes they were burnt to reduce the volume, minimize attraction of 

animals and to retrieve recyclable items. However, these practices are being challenged due to 

the rapid urbanization and population growth, rising income, increasing value of land, resource 

scarcity, the limited carrying capacity of the environment, ultimately posing a threat to human 

hea lth (WCCT, 20 I I). 

According to Klundert & Anschutz (2009), WM has important implication to city 

administrations because it is a visible and politically sensitive servIce. Inadequacies in the 

servIce can have severe implications fo r the credibili ty of public administrations. Whereas, 

proper management of waste is important for public health, environmental , economic and 

political reasons and therefore deserves increased attention from local authoriti es . 
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Like man y other developing countries, Ethiopia 's response to WM has been inadequate and 

inefficient for decades. Yet, an increased urbanization and population growth with an improved 

income of society make the problem worse in major cities. Particularly, given that Addis Ababa 

is the largest as well as the domi nant political, economical , cultural and historical city of the 

country. The city generates large volume of waste from households, public institutions and 

industries. Among all waste, solid and liquid wastes are the major visible source of 

environmental pollution in the cit)'Js Tadesse (200_4) pointed out, a considerable amount of 

waste ends up in open dumps or drainage system, threatening both surface water and ground 

water quality and causing flood ing, this provides a breeding ground for di seases · carrying pests. 
9 

In add ition, open a ir burning of solid waste and spontaneous combustion in landfi ll s are causing 

air pollution. As a result, it is seriously affecting human health, the quality of life and ecosystem. 

There fore , as Mulu' s (2007) suggestion, pulling in places an efficient waste management system 

to keep the beauty and environmental health of the city is mandatory. Therefore, this study is to 

review institutional setups and capacity of WM organs and to pinpoint improved waste o 
management implementation options. 
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1.2 Statement of the problem 

The rapid urbanization, expansion of industrialization, and an increase in economic activities 

have increased rural- urban migration and the quantity of waste generation in Addis Ababa. A 

major reason is that waste generation rates related with wealth as well as population (lPCC, 

2007). Obviously, when there is an increase in the population size, there wi ll be an increase in 

the total amount of waste generated . 

Waste management in Addis Ababa has given alarming signals because of its improper and 

inadequate management as compared to the waste generated. For instance, based on the 20 I 0111 

performance report of Addis Ababa Sol id Waste Administration Agency, during the plan year 

5612.7386-m3 waste generated, out of these only 3133.4 m3 amount of so lid waste was collected. 

However, to reduce the negative impact various measures undertaken in the past, but the problem 

has not been so lved, rather it seems aggravated. 

Additionally, the waste management system of Addis Ababa seems to be a hi story of 

institutional and organizational instability and frequent restructuring. For example, for the first 

time during the Imperial regime so lid waste administered under City Council and Municipality, 

consequently the Derege regime trans felTed thi s responsibility to Addis Ababa Health Bureau-

Sanitation Division, later again reestablished as Environmental Sanitation Department. Prior to 

the current newly established Solid Waste Administration Agency, Sanitation, Beautification and 

Parks Development Agency was also entitled to look after and manage the city's so lid waste 

(SWAA,20 10). On the contrary, the Addis Ababa Water and Sewerage Authority establi shed as 
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an autonomous body by the year 1971 G.C. Agai n, in 1995 G.C reestabli shed as an autonomous 

public authority under the city administration of Addi s Ababa (AA WSA, 200 I). 

.) 
Currently, local government agencies invo lved in waste management activities partia ll y, in the 

o 
absence of clear rules and regulation and linkage among them. Furthermore, competent organs 

inadequate capacities became more visible to execute their objectives. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

D 
The main objective of the study is to perform institutional analysis of waste management system 

in Addi s Ababa. Hence, specific objectives are: 

• to critically review the waste management system function in accordance with rules and 

responsibiliti es of agencies. 

• to anal yses implementation capacities of organs responsible for waste management 
o 

activities within the city. 

• to assess economic nature of waste management 

• to suggest suitable organizational setup, that improve effectiveness of waste management 

in the city. 

6 

1.4 Research questions 

I. How does a waste management system function 111 accordance with rules and 

b responsibilities of agencies? 
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2. What is the competent organs institutional, organizational and individual level of capacity 

to undertake their responsibilities? 

3. What are the main challenges, contributes as an incentive or disincentive for waste 

management to raise economic benefits of organizations? 
() 

4. What would be the appropriate linkage between stakeholder agencies to have efficient 

and effective waste management system? 

1.5 Significance of the Research 

) 

The subj ect of waste management has remained neglected for the past several decades. At the 

result, the leve l of service is highly inadequate and inefficient. For improving the waste 

management services in Addis Ababa, it is essential to enhance institutional and organizational 

performance for better cooperation and coordination between various actors. 

D 

Thus, this study is essential for local stakeholder organs to improve their performance in waste 

management system. Because effective and sustainab le waste management system cannot be 

achieved by focusing on the technical aspects alone. Instead, clearly formulated objectives and 

coordinated actions are required in the political , organizational, social, financial and economic 

6 sectors (Schlibeler, 1996). These measures relate most directly to local government 

administrations, institutional setups for waste management as well as organizational procedures 

and capacity of responsible agencies. Moreover, the findings could also be an input for further 

studies. 
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1.6 Limitlltion/scope of the research 

The scope of this research is limited only to local government institutional setup and capacity, 

while the conceptual framework of Integrated Sustainable Waste Management encompasses 

wide range of stakeholders concerned with municipal WM as service users and service providers. 

As a result, the outcome of the study specifically focused on competent government organs. 

1. 7 Organization of the study 

This thesis organized in five chapters. The first chapter is an introductory pm1, constitutes 

di scussion of waste management problems in Addis Ababa, problem statement, objectives, 

research questions, relevance and limitation of the research . Chapter two, presents various 

literatures to define conceptual framework of the study. The next chapter di scuss about research 

methodology. Chapter four focuses on discussions and results of institutional setups, powers and 

responsibi lities of envirorunental protection authorities and waste management organs, economic 

nature of WM, capacity, coordination of competent organs. Finally, recommendations forwm'ded 

to improve WM system in Addi s Ababa. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

This section presents literature review to clarify concepts in relation with waste management, 

institutions and organizations and capacity development approach. 

2.1 Definition of Concepts 

2.1.1 Waste Management 

Waste is a dynamic concept, which can be defined in different ways. In most cases, the definition 

of waste depends on the type or category of waste under consideration. Some of the dominant 

types of waste include; municipal waste, so lid waste, semisolid, hazardous waste and, medical 

waste. Generally, according to Klundert & Anschutz (200 1) the category of waste divided into 

so lid and liquid waste. 

Solid waste defi ned to include refuse from households, non-hazardous solid waste from 

industrial, commercial and organizational establislU11ents (including hospitals), market waste, 

yard waste and street sweepings. On the other hand, liquid waste sometimes referred to as 

domestic sewerage including human waste or excreta and liquid waste from industrial processes. 

According to the AA WSA Reestabl islunent Proclamation No.10/ 1995, waste water/sewage 

referred to mean after treated water used for domestic, commercial, industrial, municipal or 
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social use and contaminated or polluted to any degree (Region 14 Administration, 1995). 

Therefore, this study wi ll also look both wastes as the framework of municipal WM appl ies for 

solid and liquid waste as well. 

The term Management is a cyclical process of setting objectives, establishing long-term plans, 

programming, budgeting, implementation, operation and maintenance, monitoring and 

evaluation, cost control , revision of objectives and plans, and so forth . Management of urban 

infrastructure services, therefore, is a basic responsibility of the municipal goverrullent. It is 

usually advantageous to execute service provision tasks in partnership with private enterprises 

and/or with the users of services, but the final responsibility remains that of the government 

(Schiibeler, 1996). 

2.1.2 Integrated Sustainable Waste Management (ISWM) 

ISWM refers to a WM system that best suits the society, economy and environment in a given 

location, a city in most cases. The concept considers not only technical or financial-economic 

sustainability as in conventionally done, but it also includes socio-cultural , environmental, 

institutional and political aspects that influence overall sustainability of WM. 

It has developed to reflect the reality that, some WM problems are have to do with the attitude 

and behavior of societies, WM staffs, private enterprises and waste pickers. Furthermore, 

problems are caused or made more serious by factors that are not tec1l11ical or financial, but relate 
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to manage ri al (in)capacities, the institutional fr amework, the environme nt, or the social or 

cu ltural context (Klu ndert & Ansc hut z, 200 I ). 

2.1.3 Understanding Institutions 

As there is nc common detinition, institutions can be defined in the context in which they are 

being studi ed As Roxas (2009) points out, institutiona li sm has dee p theoretica l foundations in 

the fie lds 0 econom ics, socio logy and political sc ience. A number of theori sts across these 

sc ientific discip lines offered di verse explanati on on how institutiona l fo rces shape human 

activities a; well as how these insti tutional arrangements come into being. 

Acco rdiJi g to the well-known instituti onal economist Douglass C. North, inst itutions are the ru les 

of the ,ame in a soc iety or mo re fo rma ll y, are the humanly de vised constraints that structure 

po li tical , economic and socia l interact ion. They consist of both in forma l constraints (sancti ons, 

taboos, customs, tradi ti ons, and codes of conduct), and formal rules (constitutions, laws, property 

rights) (North, 1990). He also asserted that, throughout hi story, human beings to create o rder and 

reduce un certainty in exchange have devised institutions. 

Young (2005) al so understands institutions, as systems of ru les, decis ion-making procedures, and 

programs that give ri se to soc ia l practices, ass ign roles to the parti cipants in these practices, and 

guide interactions among the occupants of the relevant ro les. Furthermore, he indicated , 

insti tuti ons Occur in all areas of human effo rt to deal c learl y with matters invo lving human 

relations. 
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An institutional development practitioner McGill (1996) states institutions as fundamental to 

sustainable and beneficial economic growth. They create the policies, mobilize and management 

the resources, and deliver the services which stimulate and sustain development. Therefore, 

growth and prosperity are unlikely to be maintained, if the institutions that guide them are 

dysfunctional. 

2.1.4 Understanding Organizations 

On the other side, Etzioni (1964) as cited in Hall (1982) defined organizations as social units (or 

human grouping) purposely constructed and reconstructed to seek specific goals. Organizations 

are characterized by divisions of labor, power and communication responsibilities, divisions 

which are not randomly or traditionally patterned, by deliberately planned to enhance the 

realization of specific goals. 

The difference between institution and organization categorically distinguishes: as institutions 

are rules of the game, yet, organizations are players: groups of individuals bound by a common 

purpose to achieve objecti ves. Therefore, North ( 1990) comments the purpose of the rule is to 

define the way the game is played. Nevertheless, the objective of the team within that set of rules 

is to win the game-by a combination of skills, strategy, and coordination; by fair means and 

sometimes by fou l means. 
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2.1.5 Organizational Linkage/Co-ordination 

United Nation Environment Program [UNEP], (2006) as cited in Dessalegne (2007) implied that, 

the mutual benefit of the linkage between agencies, as when two or more agencies or processes 

are geared towards a common goal, it is to their mutual advantage to join forces. This is because 

each partner brings complementary skill, resource and experience. Therefore, the term "linkage" 

viewed as being relatively purposive and stable rather than random and unstable. It has also 

supported by both of the systems that are connected (Aveni, 1978). 

In this regard, Young (2002) as cited in Mekdes (2005) stresses that, most organizations linked 

with other similar arrangements both horizontally and vertically. Horizontal interactions occur at 

the same level of social organization. Vertical relationship is a result of cross-scale interactions 

or links involving organizations located at different levels of social organization. Relationship 

between or among organization may take the form of functional interdependencies or arise 

because of politics of institutional design and management. 

However, as cited in McGill (1996), Cheema (1987) pointed out the challenge of linkage/co

ordination in the urban management process is a central question. He identified, two types of co

ordination problems are discernable; horizontal among the central , regional and municipal level 

agencies, respectively in the city and secondly vertical, among related activities of several levels 

of government and administration concerned with urban development. 
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2.2 Definition of Institutions for this study 

Based on the discussion in the fo regoing and subsequent section explaining capacity 

development approach, divorcing rul es and their implementation seem impossible that will bring 

a great implication on effectiveness and sustainability of an action. Thus, by considering the core 

meaning of the term "institutions", emphasizes on the rules aspect by North and the en'lphasis in 

relationship of rules with other elements such as capacity, economic nature of WM and inter

linkage, which are vital to influence WM organs action that is creating, applying or disobeying 

institutions by Ostrom are particularly selected for this study. 
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2.3 Capacity Development (CD) 

Institutions and organizations are fundamental to the development process; indeed, they 

frequently cited as impediments to progress (McGill, 1996), Even though, institutions are not 

actors in their own right, they influence the behavior of those subject to their rules, decision

making procedures, and programs in order to become effective. However, nothing in this 

formulation should lead to assume that organizations are always operate according to the 

expectations of their designers or serve to solve the problems that lead actors to establish them in 

the first place, They frequently produce unintended consequences and become vehicles for a 

variety of actors to promote their own interests (Young, 2005), As a result, CD is seen as making 

the best use of an institutions, organizations and human resources capacity, 

According to Agenda 21 , capacity is "the ability of a country to follow sustainable development 

paths", which is determined largely by the capacity of the people and its institutions as well as by 

its ecological and geographical conditions (UNEP, 1992), Likewise, the UNDP defines CD as 

'the process through which individuals, organizations and institutions/enabling environment, 

strengthen and maintain the capabilities to set and achieve their own development objectives 

over time', Among various components, CD consists skills, systems, structures, process, values, 

resources and powers that together, confer a range of political, managerial and technical 

capabi li ties, Therefore, CD can occur at the different levels of capacity, which are the level of 

the individual, the organization and the institutions/enabling environment, that refers to the 

po licy, legal, regulatory, economic and social systems within which organizations and 

individuals operate (UNDP, 2008), 
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2.3.1 Levels of Capacity Development 

a) The Institutions/Enabling Environment 

UNDP used the term "enabling environment/ institutions" used to describe the broader system 

within which individuals and organizations function and one that facilitates or hampers their 

existence and performance. This level of capacity is not easy to grasp tangibly, but it is central to 

the understanding of capacity issues. They determine the ' rules of the game' for interaction 

between and among organizations. Capacities at thi s level include policies, legislation, power 

relations and socia l norms, all of which govern the mandates, priorities, modes of operation and 

public participation across different parts of society (UNDP, 2008). 

b) Organizational level 

At this level, capacity comprises the internal policies, arrangements, procedures and frameworks 

that allow an organization to operate and deliver on its mandate, and that enable the coming 

together of individual capacities to work together and achieve goals. If these exist are well 

resourced and well aligned, the capability of an organization to perform will be greater than that 

of the sum of its parts (UNDP, 2008). 
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c) Individual level 

Capacity refers to the ski lls, experience and knowledge that vested in people at this level. Each 

person endowed with a mix of capacities that allows them to perform at work or in society. Some 

of these acquired through formal training and education, others through learning by doing and 

experience (UNDP, 2008). 

.. • 

policies, legislation, power relations, social norms 

. :. ... 
internal policies, arrangements, procedures, 

frameworks 

. . 

experience, knowledge, technical skills 

Figure I Levels of Capacities- A systematic Approach 

Source. (UNDP, 2008) 

The above figure depicts, those tlu'ee levels of capacity are mutuall y interactive and each level 

influences the other through complex co-dependency relationships. This inter-relatedness implies 

that any effort to assess or develop capacity necessaril y needs to take into account capacity at 

each level, otherwise it becomes ineffective (UNDP, 2008). 
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Usuall y, WM resources referred as in terms of human, financial and material, which are essential 

to its successful implementation and hence all are included under the large umbrella of the term 

"capacity". However, as to the above systematic approach, capacity is not only about those 

frequent used terms, rather consists issues such as policies, legislation , power relations, social 

norms, arrangements, procedures and frameworks. Thus, developing capacity at various levels, 

which are inter-related are the most important action that have influence on the relevance, 

efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability of the WM service. 

2.4 Economic Nature of Waste Management 

There are various facto rs used to help develop predictions about organization's behavior and 

outcomes from changes in the exogenous and endogenous variables. Of these according to 

Ostrom (2011), the resource attribute in terms of physical and material conditions often influence 

WM organs and constrain institutional setups in important ways. 

Referring the physical and material conditions means the physical and human resources and 

capabilities related to providing and producing goods and services. These conditions include 

production inputs like capital, labor, and technology, as well as sources of finance, storage, and 

di stribution channels. Consumption of goods and services is more or less subtractable or 

excludable depending upon the physical characteristics of a good or service (Polski & Ostrom, 

1999). Thus, the economic nature of a good or service can be determined by two attributes that 

are mostly used to distinguish the four different types of goods and services which include toll 
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good, private good, public good and common-pool-resources. Thi s study focuses on a particular 

class of public goods that share two important attributes. 

The primary attribute excludability is the extent to which access to consumption can be 

controlled (Polsk i & Ostrom, 1999). It occurs when potential users denied goods or services 

unless they meet the terms and conditions of the supplier. Otherwise, exclusion is infeasible; 

anyone can derive benefits from the good so long as nature or the efforts of others supply it. 

High excludability implies that consumers will have difficulty consuming the good or service 

without contributing to its cost; low excludability implies that consumers may be ab le to "free-

ride," consuming the good or service without contributing to the cost of provision or production 

(V. Ostrom & Ostrom, 1971). 

The second attribute called sub/rae/ability refers that the extent to which one person 's 

consumption reduces the supply available to others (Polski & Ostrom, 1999). As a result, high 
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2.5 Conceptual Framework of the Study 

, , 
1 ___ _________ ______________ ________ _ ____ _ ____ L __ _ L _________ _ 

Outcome: 
Effective /Ineffective 
Waste Management 

System 

Figure 3 Concept framing an effective / ineffective Waste Management System 

Source: Adopled/i'om Ostrom (201 I) 

The above conceptual framework for thi s study identifies various factors that influence waste 

management organs in significant ways. Factors such as, the rules-in-use, which are concentrated 

on the operating rules that are commonl y used by agencies day-to-day action, capacity at various 

levels and economic nature of waste. All these have an influence on competent organs 

coordination that has an influence on action in terms of information fl ows and economic 

participation. This finally led to a certain outcome, which may or may not be desirable. The 

outcome in turn affects those agencies, the rules in use and their capacity. Rules in the context of 

thi s study focused on environmental and particularly waste management proclamations and 

regulations that govern the behavior of the local organs. 
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2.6 WM Problems in Developing Countries 

By almost any form of evaluation, WM is a growing environmental and financial problem in 

developing countries. Despite significant efforts in the last decades, the majority of 

municipalities in the developing countries camlOt manage the growing volume of waste produced 

in their cities (Klundert, 1995). As a result, public health, enviromnental and management 

problems are caused by various factors, which constrain the development of effective WM 

systems. They can be categorized into teclmical, financial, institutional , economic, and social 

constraints. 

According to Solomon, specifically the WM system in developing countries is seldom integrated, 

and there is often no clear assignment of responsibilities for tasks and schedules among the 

organizations involved. FUlihermore, there are no umbrella organization to coordinate 

overlapping responsibilities for WM that involve more than one organization (Solomon, 2006). 

A similar argument that states, better coordination for effective implementation of a WM 

collaborative project is also required by the various institutions involved in WM in the country. 

However, many WM projects in developing countries suffer from the lack of coordination 

among the relevant organizations, which often results from the lack of clear roles defined for 

these organizations in WM. Thus, to ensure effective institutional support fo r a collaborative 

proj ect for WM, the roles and responsibilities of the various organizations involved should be 

defined clearly and a coordination mechanism be established. 
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[n addi tion , lack of effective legislation for WM, which is a norm in most developing countries, 

is partially responsible for the roles/functions of the relevant national institutions not clearly 

defined and the lack of coordination among them. Different institutions enforce the rules and 

regu lations. It should also note that legislation is only effective if it is enforced. Therefore, 

comprehensive legislation, which avoids the duplication of responsibilities, fills in the gaps of 

important regulatory functions , and is enforceable, is required for sustainable development of 

WM systems (Ogawa, 1996). 

Further, Ogawa (1996) highlighted, because of a low priority given to the WM sector, the 

capacity of local government organizations involved in WM is generally weak, particularly in 

small cities and towns. These weak local government organizations are not provided with clear 

mandates and sufficient resources to fulfill their mandates. 

2.7 Overview of Waste Management System in Asian Countries 

Like many other developing countries in the world, concerns in the Asian region are growing in 

both the governmental and public sectors for an efficient and effective management of waste. 

Reasons such as lack of awareness, teclmical knowledge, legislation and policies, are major 

issues for waste management in Asian developing countries. 

To start from Dhaka, which is the capital city of Bangladesh faces a huge waste management 

problem especially in so lid waste. As similar with Addis Ababa, the city is facing the impact of 

urbanization, as a growing population houses itself in congestion, leading to a severe pressure on 
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infrastructure faci lities at all levels. This has resulted a decline in sanitation, which in turn causes 

adverse health impacts. The legal framework not supported by timely enforcement actions and 

there is a general lack of capacity to develop common fac ili ties for efficient waste management. 

The initiative on the legal front of environmental issues, however, has been far from adequate. 

This has been compounded by the lack of awareness and technical knowledge that is the major 

factor causing the deterioration of the environment (Asian Productivity Organization[APO], 

2007). 

However, a WM division has formed very recently in the Dhaka City to look after the 

management of municipal so lid waste along with other activities. However, there are no specific 

legislation, regulations, and policies for solid waste management at the national level. Besides, 

the existing infrastructure is inadequate for so lid-waste management and is at the elementary 

stage of development (ibid). 

Similarly, the growmg waste volumes have resulted in a very undesirable envirorunental 

l1lusance to the people in the Republic of China. During the decades of rapid economIc 

expansion, the Republic of China paid limited attention to envirorunental issues. When problems 

arose due to rapid industrialization, the goverrunent drafted relevant laws and regulations to cope 

with them. Thus, the early days characterized by disorder and lack of a purposeful legal 

framework. 

The collection, transportation and di sposal of SW have been operated by Local Envirorunental 

Sanitary Departments, which means that administration, supervision and operation of SW were 
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carried out by the same organization. Starting from the year 2006 however, WM particularly 

SWM system is undergoing reform by which professional companies involved (Huang, Wang, 

Dong, Xi & Zhou, 2005). 

In India, SWM is the responsibility of the municipalities under the provision of their respective 

acts. Like many developing countri es the country are far from satisfactory, and the associated 

problems are due to a lack of technical expertise, financial constraints, and legal provisions. 

Generally, state and municipal governments consider so lid waste a low priority, and 

consequently give less budgetary support to this field. Although India has formulated legislation 

relating to municipal so lid waste, the compliance and awareness of rules among conununities 

and municipalities are lagging behind (APO, 2007). 

2.8 Waste Management in Addis Ababa 

Addis Ababa city started its WM some tlu-ee decades back, the service could not meet changing 

demands (SBPDA, 2003). The waste collection service is unsatisfactory, and scenes of scattered 

waste are common in most part of the city (UNDP, 2004). In addition, with respect to the 

organization of operations and management structure, collection and disposal are parts that are 

poorly organized (SBPDA, 2003). The present SWM system in Addis Ababa relies entirely on 

the local govenunent bodies, which is expected to provide the full range of WM functions. 

However, as to Kuma (2004), this is proving to be an impossible task, and except for privileged 

areas, the services offered are found to be largely inadequate. 
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However, with all recurrent organizational changes undertaken by the government, cross cutting 

issues lags behind the whole WM process such as, low financing capacity, institutional 

weaknesses and low community participation. Followings are some of the major key areas in 

relation with institutional and organizational weaknesses pointed out by the report of SBPDA: 

• lack of active and lead authority at the federal level in formulating policies, laws and 

strategies with regard to WM, 

• lack of coordination in enforcing sanitation rules and in controlling illegal dumping 

• lack of networking, information sharing and cooperation with a nW11ber of stakeholders 

and collaborators 

• lack of financial autonomy at central and sub-city level to discharge its SWM 

responsibility, 

• no well organized organizational set up at grass root level IKebelel either in the form of 

government entity and Sanitation council and 

• Inadequate involvement of private investors on SWM 

Though, to solve all the above-identified problems, Kuma (2007) suggested, an integrated 

approach to WM seems to be the best option and could well hold the key to effective and 

sustainable waste management system in developing cities such as Addis Ababa. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter concerns with the research methods that used to collect the desired data to review 

the existing institutional arrangement, capaci ty of organizations economic nature and linkage 

between organs involved in Addis Ababa city WM system. 

3.1 Data sources and Sampling Procedure 

This research planned to collect data by using non-probability sampling techniques. Therefore, 

purposively two organizations selected based on the mandate given by the A.A City Government 

Executive and Municipal Services Organs Re-establishment Proclamation No. 1 5/200 I, to 

undertake various functions of WM and environmental protection actions. These are, the A.A 

Solid Waste Administration Agency and A.A Water and Sewerage Authority. [n addition, to gain 

a broad overview about institutional trends of environmental protection and WM rules 

form ulation and implementation, regulatory bodies (the FEPA and the AAEPA ) authorized by 

FDRE, Proclamation no. 295/2002 and AACA, Proclamation no. 15/200 I deliberately chosen. 

The study uses two data sources. Primary data obtained from SW AA and AA WSA WM job 

process owners and experts by means of structured and unstructured interviews. Structured 

interviews employed to assess institutional, organizational and individual level of capacities 

within both WM organs (see Arulex 2). Unstructured interview on the other hand, was preferred 
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because it allows the respondent offic ials to talk fi·eely around vari ous WM topics . Thus, 

check lists focused on institutional setup, economIc nature of the WM, inter linkage among 

organs and effectiveness of waste management organs were employed (Annex I). This 

contributes to the study to identify the practical and deeper understanding of the procedures 

followed and the problems encountered related with institutional and capacity aspect of WM. 

Besides, secondary data gathered by reviewing government policy documents such as the 

constitution, proclamations, regulations, published and unpublished documents, reference books, 

organization's publications and reports. Furthermore, purposively four key informant discussion 

held with each organs WM job process owners and interview conducted with six individual 

experts from various disciplines i.e. (2 law expertise, 2 communication officers and 2 waste 

management experts) . 

Data analyzed by using di scourse and network analysis method. The former preferred because of 

its qualitative method of reading conversations that leads to explore key points on different 

issues rai sed by expert s. The latter, selected to analysis patterns of relationship between 

environmental and WM organizations. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4. DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS 

This chapter primarily presents the general institutional setup of environmental protection and 

WM organs roles and responsibilities. Afterward, capacity assessment results and economic 

nature of the WM will discuss. Finally, the discussion attempted to review the linkage between 

competent WM organs. 

4.1 Institutional Setups for Environmental Protection in Ethiopia 

4.1.1 The Constitution 

The Ethiopian Constitution clearly stipulated, "the rights to clean and healthy environment are 

provided as fundamental rights of citizens" (Article 43 and 44). Moreover, Alticle 92 (I) of the 

constitution stipulates that, the government should endeavor to ensure that all Ethiopians live in a 

clean and healthy environment therefore both the government and citizens shall have the duty to 

protect their environment (FORE, 1995). 

Thus, competent organs for WM in Addis Ababa, AA WSA and SW AA are a part of this 

endeavor. AA WSA's main objective is to create clean and hea lthy enviromnent in particular to 

sewerage di sposal service. Similarly SW AA has the responsibilities to introduce and cause 

implemented a work procedure of the city so lid waste handling and collection work which is fast, 
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effective and customer focused and that enable perform in a way not affecting public health and 

not causing environmental pollution. 

4.1.2 Environment Policy of Ethiopia 

The policy aim is "to promote and enhance the health and quality of life of all Ethiopians as well 

as the promotion of sustainable social and economic development through the sound 

management and use of natural, hwnan made and cultural resources" (FORE, 1997). 

4.1.3 Environmental Protection Organs Establishment Proclamation No. 

295/2002 

The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FORE) issued proclamation no. 295/2002 for the 

establ ishment of "Environmental Protection Organs". This proclamation required to assign 

responsibilities to separate organizations for environmental development and management 

activities. On the one hand, environmental protection regulations and monitoring is instrumental 

for the sustainable use of environmental resource, thereby to avoid possible conflicts of interests 

and duplication of efforts. Moreover, establishing a system that fosters coordinated but 

differentiated responsibi lities among environmental protection agencies at federal and regional 

levels has become necessary (FORE, 2002a). 

Accordingly, thi s proclamation enabled the establishment of the EPA at the federal level with 

broader mandates and strategic standing, being accountable to the Prime Minister's office. The 
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proclamation demands the establi shment of regional states environmental agencies came into 

existence as well as sectoral environmental un its . 

4.1.4 Environmental Impact Assessment Proclamation No. 299/2002 

This proclamation intended to assist the implementation of the environmental rights and the 

prediction and management of likely adverse enviroJUnental impacts, and the max imization of 

their socioeconomic benefits wou ld foster objectives enslu·ined in the Constitution. In th is regard, 

the proclamation guides the socio-economic development projects, programmes and plans to 

execute sustainabil ity (FDRE, 2002b). 

4.1.5 Environmental Pollution Control Proclamation No. 300/2002 

The pollution control proclamation specificall y designed to prevent pollution as undesirable 

social and economic consequence of social and economic activities. Thus, protection of 

enviroJUnent, in general , and the safeguard ing of human health and wellbeing, as well as the 

maintaining of the biota and the aesthetic value of nature, in particular, is the duty and 

responsibil ity of all citizens. For this matter, to control pollution the Authority or the relevant 

regional environmental agency may take an administrative or legal measure against a person 

who, in violati on oflaw, releases any pollutant to the enviroJUnent (FDRE, 2002c). 

4.1.6 Solid Waste Management Proclamation No. 51712007 

The House of Peoples Representatives in 2007 G.C. passed solid Waste Management 

Proclamation. It has an objective to enhance at all levels capacities to prevent the possible advert 

impacts wh ile creating economically and socially beneficial assets out of solid waste (FDRE, 

2007). 
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4.2 Roles and Responsibilities of Competent Organs in Addis Ababa WM System 

This section first discusses the role of environmental protection authorities in waste management 

and then deals with waste management organs powers and functions in waste management 

activities. Finally, present their interactions to manage and conserve the city 's environment from 

undesired impact of waste. 

4.2.1 The Federal Environmental Protection Authority (FEPA) 

The FEPA re-established as an autonomous public institution of the Federal Government in 

2002, by which the authority directly accountable to the Prime Minister (FDRE, 2002a). The 

proclamation mandated FEP A to formulate polices, strategies, laws and standards, which foster 

social and economic development in a manner that enhance the welfare of humans and the safety 

of the environment sustainably, and to spearhead in ensuring the effectiveness of the process of 

their implementation. 

The basis is the mandate of the authority, to address national environmental problems and to 

contribute or initiate and coordinate the implementation of global conventions or treaties in 

which Ethiopia is a party. The Environmental Council reviews proposed environmental policies, 

strategies, and laws, and issue recommendations to the goverrunent, based on report submitted to 

it by the Authority, evaluate and provide appropriate advice on the implementation of the 
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2002, by which the authority directly accountable to the Prime Minister (FDRE, 2002a). The 

proclamation mandated FEP A to formulate polices, strategies, laws and standards, which foster 

social and economic development in a manner that enhance the welfare of humans and the safety 

of the environment sustainably, and to spearhead in ensuring the effectiveness of the process of 

their implementation. 

The basis is the mandate of the authority, to address national environmental problems and to 

contribute or initiate and coordinate the implementation of global conventions or treaties in 

which Ethiopia is a party. The Environmental Council reviews proposed environmental policies, 

strategies, and laws, and issue recommendations to the goverrunent, based on report submitted to 

it by the Authority, evaluate and provide appropriate advice on the implementation of the 
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environmental policy of Ethiopia and revIew and approve directives, guidelines and 

envirolUllental standards prepared by the Authority. 

4.2.2 Addis Ababa Environmental Protection Authority (AAEPA) 

By being accountable to the City Mayor and executive organ to the City Administration, the 

AAEPA has given powers and responsibilities to implement concerning the national 

Environmental Policy, Proclamation and Regulations. The Authority designated to prepare the 

city ' s environmental protection standards in accordance with the national standards, design 

strategies to protect the environment from pollutions, to follow up and control that the 

disposition of industrial residue, by-products and wastes are in accordance with the law, 111 

addition in consultation with the concerned bodies prepare and submit strategies of 

environmental protection. 

The Authority has also key responsibility to coordinate stakeholders about environmental 

protection (AACA, 2009).). However, AAEPA is operating in contrast to Proclamation no. 

295 /2002, which prescribes the need to establish environmental protection organs that assign 

responsibilities to separate organizations is to avo id possible conflicts of interests and duplication 

of efforts (FORE, 2002a). 

Despite the fact, the Authority ' s establishment proclamation no. 15/2009 encountering powers 

and responsibility overlaps with the SW AA. For instance, Article no. 3 of the proclamation 

stated, the authority has given the mandate to follow up and control that the disposition of waste 
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In accordance with the law. On the other hand, the same proclamation authorized SW AA to 

direct, control and coordinate integrated solid waste management works based on study and 

research (Article. 112009) and to follow up and control various policies and laws issued and 

approved at the city level to implement integrated waste management works. 

4.2.3 Solid Waste Administration Agency 

Starting from the Imperial regime in 1908 G.C, the Addis Ababa City Municipality established to 

provide services related to sanitation. The city's solid waste service was set up before 55 years 

ago, until 1994; the service rendered by the City Municipality (SW AA, 2010). 

In 1994 solid waste servIce structured under the Health Bureau in Envirorunental Health 

Protection Department, functioned at team level named as Sanitation Service Division. From 

2001 to 2003, the task of sanitation shifted to Departmental level within the Bureau. During 

these periods, the Environmental Sanitation Service Department was engaged in routine 

activities at six zones with the support of sanitation coordinators. Such organizational instability 

continues until restructuring the Addis Ababa City Administration in 2003. 

Previously, Solid Waste Service and Parks Service have been functioning under the Health 

Bureau and City municipality respectively. Again, the city's new charter restructured the two 

services under the newly established organization named Sanitation, Beautification and Parks 

Development Agency up to 2009 that dealt with cross cutting issues, regulatory function and 

facilitation. 
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Finally, starting from 2009 those services operating within the responsibility of the Agency 

divided into three organizations. As a result, SW AA entitled to be an autonomous public body to 

I' render SWM services within the City. 

4.2.3.1 Legislative History of Solid Waste Administration Agency 

At the city level, the Addis Ababa City Administration has issued Proclamation no. 2/2003 

concerning the establishment of organs of Executives and Municipal Services. By which Article 

0. 
47 mentioned powers and responsibilities of Sanitation, Beautification and Parks Development 

Agency including its mandates on SWM. The Agency acted as a regulatory body, engaged in 

policy making and legislation formulation including setting up standards and procedures, create 

coordination among sub-cities and deal with cross cutting issues, delivering appropriate technical 

support, capacity building, administration of landfill and undertaking public awareness 
Q 

programme, advocacy and research. 

In the time fo llowing the Agency's establishment, the AACA has issued Waste Management 

Collection and Disposal Regulation no. 13/2004, by considering appropriate management of 

waste generated from the city in a manner that does not pollute the environment and harm health 

of the dwellers. It was al so required to amend the existed Hygiene and Environmental Health 

Regulation no. 111994 to harmonizing with the changing situation so as to make the city clean 

and its natural resources balance is maintained (AACA, 2004). The regulation entitled the 

o 
Agency powers and responsibilities with regard to toilet and waste management services. 
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Particularly, article 7(2), specify Agency's responsibility to coordinate, direct and perform waste 

disposal services in collaboration with governmental and non-governmental organizations (ibid). 

Initiatives continue to harmonize with the dynamic situation of the city and the AACG issued 

Regulation no. 24/2009 to determine and collect the sanitary service tariff. The regulation found 

the necessity to build financial capacity that enables to render standardized, speedy and efficient 

sanitation service based on the interest of the society in accordance with the Business Processing 

Reengineering (BPR) of SWM of the city goverm11enl. Further, it aimed to perform sanitary 

service of the city with full participation of the society and city govermnent by covering the total 

expenses of sanitation (AACG, 2009). 

Currently, under the re-establishment of Executive and Municipal Services Organs Proclamation 

no. 15/2009 by AACA, the Agency has the powers and responsibilities on a broad waste 

management activity. These include the following important provisions that can categorize into 

three pillars: awareness creation, regulation and monitoring activities: 

I. directing, controlling and coordinating integrated solid waste management works based 

on study and research, 

2. perform educational and awareness creation works so as to bring attitudinal change 

within the society 

3. introduce and cause implemented a work procedure of the city solid waste handling and 

collection work based on effectiveness, customer and time oriented 
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4. prepare, improve, follow up and control different working directives, manuals standards 

and levels that enables implementation of integrated solid waste management 

5. cause implemented, follow up and control various policies and laws issued and approved 

at the city level to implement integrated waste management works. 

6. conduct study on and cause implemented alternatives by which small scale cleaImess 

organizations would participate and play dominant role in the cleaning works of the city. 

7. introduce a system by which so ld waste would be minimized 

8. offer initiating award and recognition to bodies that score considerable result in so lid 

waste handling, collection and re-use works 

9. devise and cause implemented techniques by which private investors participate 

10. conduct and submit tariff and payment system by which the cost for the service would be 

covered by the customers. 

II. conduct study and implement di fferent service delivery alternatives that rendering fast 

and effective service to the customer. 

12. evaluate project proposal submitted by private investors/hygiene organizations who 

intend to involve in the sector(AACA, 2009). 

4.2.4 Addis Ababa Water and Sewerage Authority 

By way of a passing remark in the historical background, it has been indicated that after victory 

over the Fascist invaders, the Ministry of Works was entrusted with the demanding task of 

supplyi ng water to the urban dwellers of Addis Ababa. Later on, the responsibility designated to 

an office established and incorporated within the management structure of the municipality of 
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Addis Ababa. As time went on, demands for water and sanitary service grew rapidl y, the need to 

establish an autonomous public authority felt strongly, and when the realities allowed, it putted 

into effect (AA WSA, 200 I). 

o 
Initially, AA WSA established as an autonomous public body by order No. 6811971 issued on 26 

February 1971 (AA WSA, 1996). The main objectives of the authority have crystallized to be the 

supply of safe and adequate water, protection of ground water from pollution and improper 

utilization and the provision of wastewater and sludge disposal service (AA WSA, 200 I). The 

authority's powers and responsibilities originated from its establishment rule. Within these, 

o 
establish ing water and sewerage services, administering and protecting, managing the 

finance/fund to meet Authority's objectives were the basics and major powers. 

Despite the rules putted into effect, it was learned that the powers authorized from the 

establishment were inadequate throughout the implementation. Therefore, to realize the goals, 
Q 

the authority has granted additional powers by proclamation no. 29511964, which consisted 

powers in re lation to sewerage and enforcing customers to connect to the sewerage network 

(AA WSA, 1996). 

In 1995 after 24 years, the authority re-established by proclamation no. 1011995, issued by the 

Region 14 Council because of the rapid population growth of Addis Ababa and its national and 

international importance and prominence is also growing from time to time. Therefore, the 

Authority's duties and responsibilities have further become extended and complicated, and thi s 

o 
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C1 

o 

o 

has necess itated the conferring of further powers and rights on the Authority, in order to enable it 

to effectively and efficiently carry out its objecti ves (AA WSA, 1996). 

The re-establishment proclamation has two major objectives these are: provision of safe adequate 

water and provision of wastewater and sludge disposal serv ice. This re-establi shment has 

resulted basic changes in structure and function within the authority. Therefore, as to Article no. 

16(2) the authority has special powers and duties related to the collection, transportation and 

di scharge of sludge by vacuum trucks and invite, encourage, li cense, and supervise private 

investors who participate in the collection, transportation and di scharge of sludge by vacuum 

trucks. 

During the time, Authority 's objectives became clear and precise than the former establishment 

order no. 68/ 1971. The latter proclamation no. 1011995 excludes objective stated "protection of 

ground water from pollution and improper utilization". However, the re-establishment 

proclamation article 14(8) clearl y specifies the Authority 'S power and duty. That is, to ensure 

any water sources are not polluted or contaminated, but are protected and conserved. 

Based on the above proclamation, regulation no. 511995 issued to regulate the authority and 

service users' relationship. This regulation confers legislative measures that require the authority 

to follow in the provision of sewerage service and specified issues that need decisions by 

directives. Moreover, explicit and general provisions regarding sewerage di sposal services by 

using trucks identified. 
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By the year 200 1, though, new regulation issued to repeal and replace the previous one. The 

obj ecti ves was to render efficient and rel iable water supply and sewerage disposal services, to 

strengthen the fi nancial position and service giving capacity of the authori ty and to amend the 

ex isted tariff to cover both operation and maintenance costs (AACG, 2002). 

Later on, because of Addis Ababa City Administration restructure, the Authori ty authori zed as 

Municipality Service provider organ under Addi s Ababa City Administration's Charter 

Proclamation no. 36 111995 (AACA, 1995). Currently, after all the above historical occurrences, 

the authority operates under Proclamation no. 10/1995 and Regulation no. 31/2002. 
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4.3 Capacity of Waste Management Authority and Agency 

According to Polski & Ostrom (1999) suggestion, it is very important to carefully analyze the 

decision-making capabilities of actors by considering the resources available. Because actors' 

decision choices are often influenced by access to stocks of capital , labor, knowledge, 

technology, time and social influence. These resources provide actors with the capacity to act 

unilaterally, bilaterally, or multilaterally, over different time horizons. Further, this capacity 

fundamentally determines the relative strength of one actor or group of actors. 

However, the conventional way of improving resources, which depends only on physical and 

financial to enhance the WM system, became insufficient. Thus, it is essential to improve 

implementation capacity of rules and the ability of organizations to enforce those rules, regulate, 

facilitate and monitor performance and individual 's competency. As a resu lt, the subsequent 

capacity assessment tables revealed waste management organs capacity at institutional , 

organization and individual level. 
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4.3.1 Capacity's for WM at SWAA 

4.3.1.1 Institutional Capacity 

Level of 

No Desired Illstitutional Capacity 
Capacity 

(Hi gh, 

Medium, Low) 

I WM awareness and education campaigns 

directed at key target groups Low 

2 Accountability and reporting mechanism 
e.g., annual reports, webs ites Medium 

3 Mechanisms available for public access 
to environmental information e.g., 

Low 
freedom of information, webs ites, 

information centers 

4 New or revised policies accompanying to 
support the use of economic and 

Medium 
voluntary instruments for WM to 
complement regulatory tools 

5 Relative mandates, roles, responsibilities 
and relationships are clarified among Low 
environmenta l and WM organs 

6 Decentralization of powers and 

strengthening of local offices capacity for Medium 
WM 

7 In ter-agency coordination and 

collaboration frameworks 
Low 

8 Stakeho lder engagement in WM policies, 
procedures and mechanisms for three 

Medium 
levels of engagement: awareness-raising, 

consultation and involvement 

9 Level of stable budget allocations for 
WM Low 

10 Shared information systems and 
Low 

databases 

Table I Institutional Capacity Assessment at SWAA 
Source: Researcher 's interview result, 2012 

Identified Reasolls alld Gaps 

• Performance reports disseminate to the 
public than educational programmes 

• City administration published annual 
perfonnance reports 

• There is no website 

• Usually informat ion disseminated on 
request 

• There is no library facility or website to 
share information with public 

• SWM Proclamation issued by the Federal 
EPA used to support and act as regu latory 

tool, 
• Regulation has also issued by the AAEPA 

• Mandates and relationships are not well 

clarified, some overlaps with AAEPA 

• Weak government cOlllmitment to 
capacitate offices in terms of budget 

allocation and human resource 

• There are no obl igatory rules 

• Designation of unqual ified high level 
officials by the city administration 

• Officials instability in their position 

• Stakeholders such as government, 

privates, CBOs and NGOs engaged at 
various levels 

• Budget allocations highly depends on the 
city administration 

• Insufficient to carry out WM functions 

• Not available 
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To sum up the above table, ineffectiveness identified in institutional capacity to support WM 

functions at SWAA. For instance, various programs that disseminate knowledge and skills to 

improve attitudes regarding WM found at lower level of capacity. Results indicate their focus 

depends on sharing performance reports than educating the public to change positively. 

Concerning accountability to the public, the agency submits work performance reports to the city 

administration in every quarter and annually. However, public access to information scored 

medium capacity level due to weak information sharing mechanisms. 

On the other hand, regulation 24/2009 issued to accompany solid waste tariffs by the city 

administration (AACG, 2009). However, for all economic instruments to undertake there should 

be a clear mandate and relationship between organizations. At present, the agency encountering 

unnecessary rule overlaps with AAEP A. Adding to this, decentralization arrangement placed at 

various levels in the absence of actual power division to enhance local offices capacity. 

Coordination for WM functions does not exist between organs, while stakeholders engaged at 

various levels of WM policy formulation. 

The assessment further revealed insufficient budget allocated to the agency to undertake WM 

functions and to support WM goals set by the Agency. Lastly, unavailability of shared 

information and databases in relation to WM or natural resource management between 

competent organs also create undesired circumstances for sustainable development programmes. 
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4.3.1.2 Organizational Capacity 

Level of 

No Desired orga nizational Capa city 
Ca pacity 

Id entified Reaso ns/Ga ps 
(High, Medium, 

o Low) 

I Organi zational restructuring to rCOIoganize • Several organ izational restructure 
structures and functions 

High 
performed due to government po licy 

2 lntemal communication and collaborat ion • Frequent and unconstructive individual 
mechanisms 

Low 
assessment demoralized employees 

3 Technical and field suppon for WM • Lack of budget/finance 
functions 

Low 

4 Capacity for budgeting and resource • Budget allocated by the City 
mobilization 

Medium 
Administration 

o 

5 Diversificat ion of funding sources for • Officials are unconcerned to approve 
WM 

Low 
project proposals made by expel1s 

6 Training needs assessments (individual • Training needs assessments does 11 0 t 

and organ izational), and tra in ing plans, Low undertake at individual or organizational 
programmes and evaluation levels 

7 Use of material resources, e.g., vehic les, • Inadeq uate phys ica l capacity which is 
labs, equipment to SUppOlt to WM 

Low 
incompatible with the demand required 

8 Use of scienti fic and techn ical information • Officials disapproval and lack of 
to suppon evidence-based waste Low commitment to give acknowledgement for 
management decision-making study and researches 

9 Guidel ines and programmes to develop • Officials disapproval and lack of 

Q 
and transfer environmentally appropriate Low commitment to recogn ize researches 
WM technology 

Table 2 Organizational Capacity Assessment at SW AA 

Source: Researcher's interview result, 2012 

At SW AA, organizational level capacity achieved higher level of capacity in terms of changes in 

o 
restructuring to reorganize structures and functions because of government reform policy. This 

reform however, does not fac ili tate internal communication systems rather, allows undesi rable 

individual assessment techniques. 

o 
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On the other side, insufficient physical resources lead to inadequate technical and field support 

for WM functions. However, the assessment disclosed agency' s low-level capacity for 

diversification of funding sources for waste management functions due to lack of commitment 

from higher officials to support study and researches . 

Regarding to human resources engaged in WM activities, there are no particular attentions paid 

to develop. Therefore, individual and organizational training needs assessments found at lower 

level of capacity. Adding to this, because of higher officials disapproval for scientific and 

technical information to support evidence-based WM within the agency found at lower level of 

capacity. Likewise, guidelines and programmes to develop and transfer envirorunentally 

appropriate WM technology found in undesirable level of capacity. 

4.3.1.3 Individual Capacity 

Level of 

No Desired individua l Capacity 
Capacity 

Identified Reasons/Gaps 
(High, Medium, 

Low) 

I Changed attitudes, beliefs, values, • Employee's attitude positively increased but 
motivat ion and commitment in poor motivation and commitment due to 

rel ation with waste management 
Low 

absence of recogn ition and award for their 
performance exhibited . 

2 Specia lized scientific and technical • Lack of trainings and development 
sk ills; interdiscip linary sk ills, and 

Low 
programmes 

communication and collaboration 
skills 

Table 3 Indtvldual Capactty Assessment of SW AA 

Source: Researcher's interview resull, 2012 

Currently employee 's attitude has changed positively. Nevertheless, lack of willingness to 

supp0l1 and recognize the effort of employees to enhance their motivation found at lower level. 

Moreover, employees are weak in their capacity to undertake some scientific study to improve 

the WM functions in Addis Ababa. 
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4.3.2 Capacity for WM at AA WSA 

4.3.2.1 Institutional Capacity 

Level of 

o No Desired Inst it utiona l Capacity 
Capacity 

Ident ified Reasons / Gaps 
(H igh, Medium, 

Low) 

I Waste management awareness and • There are no measures in li se to educate 
education campaigns directed at key target Low the society 
groups 

2 Accountability and reporting mechanism • QU311er and annual reports sent to city 
e.g. , annual reports, webs ites admin istration 

Medium • FM radio program transmission is 
available 

• Unavailable website and media briefings 
o 

3 Mechanisms available for public access to • Library provide service to users, but 
environmental in fo rmation e.g., freedom of Medium electronic information are not available 
information, \vebsites, information centers 

4 New or revised po licies accompanying to • Sewerage and sanitation fee revised 
SUppOlt the use of economic and vo luntary 

Med ium 
instruments for WM to complement 
regulatory tools 

5 Relat ive mandates, roles, respons ibi lities • Since no other local government are 
and relationships are clari fi ed among Medium involved in sewerage/s ludge collection 
environmental and WM organs the responsibil ities are clearly stated 

6 Decentralizat ion of powers and • Inadequate power div ision lead 
strengthen ing of local offices capacity for Medium incapacitated offices to perform under 

WM expectation 

7 Inter-agency coordination and collaborat ion • No linkage in terms of waste 
frameworks Med iu m management 

8 Stakeholder engagement in WM po licies, 

procedures and mechanisms for three levels 
Low 

• Inadequate performance to engage 
of engagement: awareness-rais ing, stakeholders 

o consu ltation and invo lvement 

9 Level of stable budget allocations for WM • Insufficient budget allocat ion for 
Low sewerage service as a resu lt of less 

attention to waste management 
10 Shared in formation systems and databases Low • not available 

Table 4 Institutional Capacity Assessment at AA WSA 

o Source: Researcher 's interview result, 2012 
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In summary, the authority's accountabi lity to the public and mechan isms established for public 

access to information found in a better performance. Availabi lity of publi c library and an air 

transmission on FM 96.3 radio programme can be an excellent attempt to develop and focused 

more on WM in the future. As similar with SW AA, the authority submits work performance 

report to the city administration in every quarter and annually. Decentralization arrangement 

without actual power division manifested. Besides, coordination for WM functions with other 

organs does not exist . 

As to the above interview result, authority 's budget allocated from its own income and financial 

sources but minimum attention has given to WM functions. Like SW AA, absence of shared 

information and databases in relation to WM between competent organs also create undesired 

circumstances for sustainable development programmes. 
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4.3.2.2 Organizational Capacity 

Level of 

No Desired Organizational Capacity 
Capacity 

Identified Reasons 
(Hi gh, 

o Medium, Low) 

I Instituti onal restructuring to reorgani ze 
High 

• Changes takes place due to 
structures and functions government po licy 

2 Inte rnal communication and • Not available 
co llaborati on mechani sms: committees, 

Low 
working groups, informati on-sharing 

and networking 

3 Technical and fie ld support for waste 
Low 

• Not available 
management functions 

o 4 Capacity for budgeting and resource 
Medium 

• Budget assigned from the proj ect 
mobi lization office of the authority 

5 Diversificati on of fund ing sources for 
Low 

• Funding sources usually focused 
waste management on water supply 

6 Training needs assessments ( individual • Training needs assessments 
and organizational), and tra ining plans, Low undeltake as to fulfill routine 

programmes and evaluation planning activity, not fill the gap 

7 Use of material resources, e.g., vehicles, • Inadequate capacity in physical 
Low 

labs, equipment, to support to waste mgt resources 

o 8 Use of scient ifi c and technical • Study and researches are carried 
information to support evidence-based out to design sustainable sewerage 
waste management decis ion-making, Medium system 
e.g., research, technical standards and 

guidelines 

9 Guide lines and programmes to develop • The 5 years maste r plan study 
and transfer environmenta lly appropri ate Medium designed sustainabl e sewerage 
waste management techno logy system 

Table 5 Organizational CapacIty Assessment at AA WSA 
o 

Source: Researcher 's interview result, 2012 

Organizational capacity assessment showed that, due to government reform policy AA WSA 

achieved higher level of capacity in terms of restructuring to reorganize structures and functions. 

o 
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However, lack of internal communication systems for WM and insufficient physical resources 

leads to poo r technical and fi eld support for WM functions. 

Unli ke SWAA, budgeting and resource mobili zation capacity at AA WSA. rated medium level. 

o On the other side, undesired capacity for diversifi cation of funding sources to WM functions 

ex isted due to uncommitted higher officials to support study and researches. Moreover, lower 

attention paid to develop human resources engaged in WM activities. Consequently, individual 

and organizational training needs assessments fo und at lower level of capacity. This problem 

further negatively influences capacity of individuals to develop and transfer environmentally 

appropriate W M technology guidel ines and programmes, which are found at medium level of 

capacity . On the other side, AA WSA has taken some measures to enhance the ex isting WM 

system in to environmentally appropriate and sustainable for the development of the city. 

4.3.2.3 Individual C apacity 

Level of Capacity 
o No Desired individual Capacity (High, Medium, Identified Reasons/Gaps 

Low) 

I Changed attitudes, beliefs, values, • Less attitudinal change in 
motivation and commitment in Low relation to waste management 
relation with waste management 

2 Spec ialized scientific and techn ical • Employees are not encouraged to 
sk ill s; interdiscip linary ski ll s, and 

Medium 
develop themselves through 

communication and collaborati on trainings and development 

o skill s programs 

Tab le 6 IndIVIdual CapacIty Assessment at AA WSA 

Source: Researcher 's interview result, 2012 

As to table 9 showed, individuals capacity in terms of unchanged attitude, lack of motivation 

scored low and ski lls such as technical and soft fo r communication and coll aboration fo und at 

Q medium level of capacity. 
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4.4 Economic Nature of Waste Management in Addis Ababa 

The economic nature of waste management system especially solid waste management creates 

incentives for users to free-ride on the efforts of some households, CBOs, NGOs and local 

goverrunents to sustain the environment clean and healthy, which can lead to endanger human 

health and degrade the ecosystem. 

As to the discussion earlier, WM services provided solely by the city's municipal office without 

any payment for the service rendered. This has created negative attitude over the society to 

consider that the service is free of charge. At present, SW AA's BPR document condemns 

society's assumption that expects the government to provide services like SWM due to its public 

good nature. In practice, however, the management of SW became beyond the goverrullent's 

responsibility and capacity. 

In Addis Ababa, sanitation fee collection set out decade ago, yet until identifying the best fee 

collection method requires a lot to study. During the previous days sanitation fees has been 

collected from various taxes and trade licenses at least to cover some amount of costs incurred in 

waste management. For instance, begiillling from July 2004, 5% sanitation and beauty tariff was 

collected by AA WSA by means of attaching with water consumption bill from households. 

Likewise, in 2007/08 the Addis Ababa City Administration Finance and Economic Development 

Bureau, Customs Agency charged 25,438,456.77 amounts of birr from tax payers and has been 

also collecting sanitation fee from chat tax (SW AA, 2010). 
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Among other acti vities undertaken by the city administration to finance WM, recently BPR study 

document at SW AA, mentioned out various arguments that favor the existing arrangement with 

AA WSA is more su itable method for sanitation fee collection. The main reason is the 

Authori ty's practical experience in monthly fee collection system and the Authority's service 

coverage within the city. In Addis Ababa, the total households are estimated around 655, 115 

(CSA, 2007), of these 308,28 1 (AA WSA, 200 1) households are registered as water service 

customers. For thi s reason by using AA WSA' s monthly billing method, at least half of the 

households in the city can covered. However, the other half of households and organizations 

those are not water service customers excluded from thi s payment, although they are generating 

so lid waste. 

On the topic of liquid waste management, Addis Ababa's sewerage disposal performance 

showed, by using truck collection 1400 M3 and by sewerage line (from Kaliti 10000 M3, 

Mickyliland and Gerji Condominium 3000 M3) totall y 14400 M3 liquid waste collected and 

treated per day(AA WSA, 20 11 ). Additionall y, sewerage line provides service fo r 24 hours to its 

customers, whi le truck collection services rendered on customers request. 

As to the interview with the Head of Sewerage Disposal Process Owner at AA WSA revealed 

that, modern sewerage line coverage within the city is inadequate, thus large amount of waste 

co llected by using trucks. The authority provides services by using 67 waste collection trucks to 

collect 1000 M3 per a day. However in the long run the Authority plmmed to expand the 

sewerage line service and to leave truck co llection to private investors. 
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Decades after the initiatives began to clean the city; the theory oflntegrated Waste Management 

led various stakeholders to involve in WM. However, private investors engaged in collection and 

transportation of waste, primarily interested in earning a return on their investment by providing 

waste management services. Due to their profi t orientation approach, private investors provide 

services more effectively with higher service charge than public sectors. Nevertheless, the 

society 's ability to pay for this type of service is weak and consequently resulted lack of demand 

for the service became a challenge that private investors are coming across. At present, there are 

about 19 private and government organizations engaged in sewerage co llection (AA WSA, 20 II ). 

Regarding the system designed to charge servIce users at AA WSA varied from SW AA. As 

stated by sewerage disposal experts at AA WSA, 73% of the Addis Ababa dwellers benefited 

from clean water coverage but regardless of their connection with sewerage line, water line 

customers have been used to pay 0.30 cents that included in monthly bill for sewerage service. 

This trend has created disincentive on customers, whose are employing truck di sposal service, 

because they were paying equal amount with sewerage line users. On the other hand, the system 

seem feasi ble to exclude free riders, but, cllstomers those have not been enjoyed the sewerage 

network imposed to pay unused service based on their water consumption level was unfair. 

However, the Authority' expert argued that truck di sposal service users are benefited from this 

system, since they are unable to pay additional money for the service provided. Besides the tariff 

for truck disposal service i. e 69 birr, became insufficient to cover at least some amount of 

operational cost. 
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Despi te the above facts, starting from January 20 II payment for sewerage line service excluded 

from water bill. As a result, customers connected to the sewerage line are freely enjoying the 

service. This situation as well allowed sewerage line users to free ride on public resources. On 

the other side, the authority delivers the service without any return from the service users. 

Thus, to reduce costs and expenses incurred from truck di sposal services, the AA WSA's five 

years Road Map Plan designed various incentives for private investors to enhance and participate 

in the truck collection service . Of these, incentives such as facilitating the service to maximize 

profit by transferring trucks those are out of service to private organizations, to let tax free truck 

importation and accessories and let free them from yearly income taxation (AA WSA, 20 II) . 
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years Road Map Plan designed various incentives for private investors to enhance and participate 

in the truck collection service . Of these, incentives such as facilitating the service to maximize 

profit by transferring trucks those are out of service to private organizations, to let tax free truck 

importation and accessories and let free them from yearly income taxation (AA WSA, 20 II) . 
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4.5 Inter-Linkages among Competent Authorities and Agency (FEPA, AAEPA, 

AA WSA, SW AA) 

,'. In Ethiopia, two types of linkages exist at various levels of organizational setup i.e federal, 

regional , sub-city, woreda and kebele levels. Usually this kind of linkages (horizontal and 

vertical) can be seen as of decentralizing various functions of the government to various levels of 

authorities to lessen the burden at central. 

In Addis Ababa, the city administration functions divided within the executive and municipality 

o 
services. These comprise twenty executive bodies such as Health office, Finance and Economic 

Development, Trade and Industry Bureau, Justice and Legislative issues and Environmental 

Protection Authority and seven municipal service providers that includes Water and Sewerage 

Authority and Solid Waste Management Agency. Each executive organs and municipal service 

providers have their own establishment rule, employees, budget, property, management and 
Q 

internal rule. As per figure 6, depicts below their relationship is horizontal. 

Q 
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Add is Ababa City 
Adm inistration 

Executive Organs Municipal Service 
Providers 

o I 
City Mayor City Manager 

I 
Environmental AA Water and So lid Waste 

Protection Authority Sewerage Authority Management Agency 

6 Figure 4 Partial structure of Addis Ababa City Administration 

Source : AACA, 2012 

At state level, city' s WM system defined as an absence of strong functional accountabi lity and 

formal responsibil ity to competent federal and regional authority (FEPA and AAEPA). Both 

Q 
authorities provide forma l rules, regulations and standards in particular environmental issues, yet 

they have no vertical linkage with the SW AA and AA WSA for the enforcement of the rules 

issued. Moreover, SW AA and AA WSA are not supposed to send any reports to neither FEPA 

nor AAEPA, since they are directly accowltable to the City Administration. 

On the other side, horizontally the two public bodies, SW AA and AA WSA are directly engaged 

in WM functions, solid and liquid respectively. Yet, both organizations have no 

technical/functional linkage with each other for WM except for financia l matter. 
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o 

b 

o 

From AA WSA's side, regulation no. 31 /2002 by which the authority has no legal background so 

as to make compulsory to engage in activities that require linkage with other relevant 

authorities/agencies. The only provision, which may enforce AA WSA to have linkage with 

SW AA is issued by the AACG regulation no. 24/2009, to determine and collect the sanitary 

service tariff. According to this regulation, AA WSA has various functions and responsibilities. 

Such as, collecting tariff rate of the sanitary service with the water bi ll and depositing the 

collected sanitary service payments, work in cooperation with the SW AA, Bureau of Finance 

and Economic Development and other competent organs by endorsing memorandum of 

understanding for the implementation of this particular regu lation (AACG, 2009). 

However, in particular to sewerage di sposal services, the regulation declared that activities of 

collection, transportation and di scharge of sludge by vacuum trucks and licensing and 

supervising private investors who are participate in the above activities needs involvement of 

other concerned bodies. 

On the other hand, there is insufficient legal background to have linkage with other stakeholder 

organs in relation to environmental issues. However, AA WSA signed various memorandums of 

understandings for the purpose of Envirorunenta l Impact Assessment with AAEPA. As to the 

interview conducted with the Head of Sewerage Process Owner, usually physical structures have 

much attention than envirorunental concerns. Therefore, most bilateral agreements made with the 

Ethiopian Electric Cooperation, Ethiopian Roads Authority and Ethiopian Telecommunication 

Authority. 
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o 

Similar, linkage problems occurred with SW AA. Horizontal relationship existed between SW AA 

and AAEPA (see figure 6) without check and balance mechanism between them. Instead, they 

usually create informal conflict over the management of solid waste. In some instance, AAEPA 

opened compost demonstration site that requires large amount of finance, without its mandate 

and consultation with the SW AA. On the other hand, SW AA complaining the Authority not to 

interfere in its mandate, instead request to transfer projects and finances to relevant office (Reuse 

and Disposal Project Office) within SW AA for better management and coordination because 

they have the expertise and the wealth i.e solid waste. 

At present, after the completion of BPR, SW AA identified stakeholders at different aspect of 

issues. These are, 

• Health office Bureau: to work together and educate the society how SW affect the 

environmental health 

• AAEPA: to prepare standard for SW collection as to the proclamation 

• Trade and Industry Development Office: to coordinate CBOs to work on sanitation 

• Justice and legal issue Bureau: to manage customers those are intended to refuse to obey 

the rules and regulation 

• Works and urban development bureau: to engaged 111 study, design and development 

b activities 

• Finance and Economic Development Bureau: Budget allocation and income collection 

o 
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o 

As stated in the SW AA BPR document, the above organizations are stakeholders that assumed to 

have linkage with the Agency. However, AA WSA, the main stakeholder that could playa vital 

ro le in co ll aboration with the Agency has overl ooked. 

Despite the fact that, proclamation no. 15/2009 requires the Agency to coord inate with other 

sanitation service providers other than so lid waste service providers such as AA WSA, but the 

latest BPR document, fa iled to consider. Thus, to so lve this kind of interest and power conflict, 

according to Dessalegne (2007) high-level political commitment is a prerequisite to sustain 

partnership among public agencies at the vertical and horizontal levels. 

Key 

4 

FEPA 

AAEPA SWMA 

I 

Technical Linkage 

Financial Linkage 

Capacity Development Linkage 

Weak Linkage 

Figure 5 Inter-linkage among competent organs 

Source: Developed by the researcher, 2012 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

The rules-in-use seem to be the most significant aspects of Integrated Sustainable Waste 

Management, because effective waste management call s for an unambiguous roles and 

responsibilities among competent organs. As well as it demands for an enviromnent that enables 

impartial enforcement of rules and regulations to strengthen the legal enforcement and 

inspections structures. 

However, as indicated on the results of this study, in Addis Ababa, absence of clear jurisdiction 

resulting controversies, ineffectiveness and consequently undermines the sustainabi lity of waste 

management. In addition to thi s, organizational instability has created lack of accountability 

within the system. The current Solid Waste Administration Agency restructured five times as a 

result of absence of responsible organ to takeover functions of waste management. Among other 

reasons, local authority's lack of awareness and knowledge regarding waste management 

aggravates the problem. 

Recurrent institutions (formal rules) at AA WSA on the other hand, occurred because of the city's 

rapid development and an increasing population. Therefore, disseminating institutions and other 

communication materials for local leaders are effective means of improving awareness. 

However, the authority failed to publicize those institutions to its employees and the public. 
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Despite the fact, waste management issues and integration of so lid waste management into the 

genera l legal framework for public health and environmental protection have shown progress 

time to ti me. 

Until recently in Addis Ababa, solid waste management seems to be public good in nature, as a 

result the society assumed as a right to use the service free ly. However, an increasing waste 

generation and the rapid population growth make the management beyond the capacity of local 

authority. Thus, to reach the growing population widely involvement of other stakeholder IS 

inevitability. 

Therefore, the current economic mechanisms to charge the society became an excellent initiative, 

though, the method to cover all parts of the society is challenging. Secondary data showed that, 

only half of the households in the city have fo rced to pay sanitation fee, because they are water 

service customers. Organizations and unregistered water consumers exc luded from any payment 

for sanitation, even though they are generating solid waste equall y. 

On the other hand, AA WSA' s liquid waste management more of characteri zed as non-public 

good in nature. There are, two types of services provided for the society, using truck collection 

on request and connecting to sewerage line network. A year ago, the method for charging 

customers for sanitation fee 0.30 cents was comprised both service users. Currently, all service 

users excluded from any service charge. Hence, the system allowed sewerage network users to 

free ride on public resources. In the future, however, large number of households will transfer to 
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condominiums that connected with sewerage disposal network. Therefore, the problem will go 

beyond Authority' s control , unless, solutions designed nowadays. 

In this study, three levels of capacities adopted at Solid Waste Administration Agency and Addis 

Ababa Water and Sewerage Authority assessed to analyze desired capacities against existing 

capacities. According to results, most of capacities are found under the desired level. 

Institutional capacity still requires professional way of execution to maintain sustainability of 

waste management functions. Capacities in terms of creating clear mandate and relationship 

between competent organs are so far found under the desired capacity. Besides, incapacitated 

decentralized offices established only to realize the country's decentralization arrangement 

system without adequate support to capacity development requirements. 

Organizational level of capacity as well calls for more attention. The current organizational 

restructuring and reorganizing structures should not facilitate internal communication. Besides, 

lack of defining training needs assessment at both individual and organizational level existed. 

Unsupported scientific researches for decision making because of unwilling officials to support 

and encourage the waste management also exhibited. Likewise, individual ' s attitude and 

knowledge in relation to waste management and their scientific, technical and communication 

skills remained undesired. 

Inter-linkages in urban servIce delivery between local authorities and agencies increasingly 

required to work together as well as to achieve their objectives. Integrated sustainable waste 
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management also requlfes integration, because the servIce needs to be managed by vanous 

stakeholders. Thus, even if political decentralization is a cornerstone for the city' s 

administration, there is a need beyond politics for sustainable waste management in Addis 

Ababa. That is strong functional relationship between waste management and environmental 
.) 

protection organs to bring efficient and effective implementation of rules and regulations. 

I In Addis Ababa, both horizontal and vertical relationships exist between waste management 

organs. Vertically, Federal Environmental Protection Authority and Addis Ababa Environmental 

Protection Authority engaged in providing policy formu lation, in the absence of accountability 

for the enforcement of those policies. Besides, implementing organs, Solid Waste Administration 

Agency and Addis Ababa Water and Sewerage Authority have no responsibility to report for 

national or local environmental authorities about their performance on waste management 

functions. Horizontall y, the Addis Ababa Environmental Protection Authority and Addis Ababa 

Water and Sewerage Authority have a weak interplay by which lack of accountability and 
o 

responsibility existed among them. 

In general, according to environmental organs establi shment proclamation 295/2002, the Federal 

Environmental Protection Authority should submit performance reports to the Prime Minister's 

o office, by which it is directly accountable. Likewise, at city level each organs establishment 

proclamation stipulated, performance reports should submitted to the City Administration, 

without any defined functiona l responsibility. Consequently, competent waste management and 

environmental organs have a relationship simply for the purpose of fee co llection. 
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5.2 Recommendations 

As to the above main findings, the following recommendations forwarded to improve waste 

management system in Addis Ababa. 

1. To define clear role and responsibility between competent organs, revising the existing 

rules and regulations are mandatory. Initially, the House of Peoples Representative can 

do this through formulating rules that would provide a mandate to the federal and Addis 

Ababa environmental protection authorities to control enforcement of rules implemented. 

Parallel to this, creating clear and strong accountability mechanisms by which waste 

management organs should be responsible for their actions to those environmental 

protection authorities. Thus, to realize the above suggestions, Natural Resources and 

Environmental Protection Affairs Standing Committee of the House of Peoples 

Representatives, Addis Ababa City Administration Council, the Federal and Addis 

Ababa, Environmental Protection Authorities and both the Addis Ababa Water and 

Sewerage Agency and Solid Waste Administration ' s high level bureaucrats should work 

in coordination. 

2. The city goverrunent should take a commitment to strengthen and develop the existing 

autonomous public bodies, engaged in waste management functions. This will reduce 

organizational instability because of recurrent change in government system especially at 

Solid Waste Administration Agency. Moreover, the goverru11ent should not try to do 

everything by itself. Rather, collaborate with other sectors, such as non-governmental 

organizations, private investors, community-based organizations, and formal and 
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informal sectors. Otherwise, to reduce impacts from recurrent organizational change, 

concerned and interested non-governmental organizations should involve themselves. 

Since, they operate between the private and government areas, these organizations may 

help to develop the capacity of peoples to play an active role in local waste management 

activity. 

3. Although improvements achieved by attaching so lid waste fees to the billing for water 

service, inadequate water suppl y coverage in the city lagging the system behind. Thus, 

designing a system is essential to involve ex isting social infrastructures such as ldirs, for 

reaching the wider community. For sewerage disposal service, the authority should 

des ign a mechanism to identify sewerage network users to avoid free riders on public 

resources. 

4. Immediate capacity development measures at the enabling environment/institutions, 

organizations and individual levels necessitates at Solid Waste Administration Agency 

and Addis Ababa Water and Sewerage Authority. Particularly, the development of 

individual competency (knowledge, sk ill and attitude) that may take several years should 

consider as long-term process and measures must start at this time. 

5. The existing relationship and linkage between competent organs need to clarify within 

the overall framework of city ' s environmental protection and waste management system. 

For this to reali ze the federal goverrunent should play the leading role to the fo rmulation 

of legal framewo rk that will bind competent organs to integrate with each other. 
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ANNEXES 

Annex 1: Interview Guide 

These guide questions used only for the research purpose of Institutional Analysis of waste 

management system in Addis Ababa. Thus, the information received from the 

Authorities/Agency wi ll not be transferred any third party. 

Thank you for wi llingly allocating your time to discuss on such an important issue and for 

responding to all the questions. 

Interviewees: Heads of Waste Management Sections 

A.A Water and Sewerage Authority, 

Solid Waste Administration Agency, 

1. The waste management service can be determined by two economic natures of attributes 

which are low subtractabi lity and low excludability. Thus, how do you manage the service in 

your mandate in order to control free riders? 

2. Do you think the existing policies, proclamation and regulations are encourages sustainability 

in response to change? 

3. Do you think the current institutional setup would foster organizational inter

linkage/coordination between stakeholder agencies? 

4. If your answer "no" to the above question, what do you propose to improve the coordination 

and cooperation between agencies? 

5. Do you think that the current institutional arrangement for waste management system 

facilitates information flows between stakeholders? 

6. What kind of information about the condition of the waste/envirorunentl is available to the 

public? 

7. Do you think the current waste management service provided by your authority/agency is 

efficient? 
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Annex 2: Checklists for Capacity Assessment to be filled by Authority/Agencies Experts 

Date: Place: ___________ _ 

Dear respondent, 

The aim of this checklist is for academic purpose for a M,A thesis entitled Institutional Analysis 
of waste management in Addis Ababa, Thus, assessing local authorities/agencies capacity, which 
are under the influence of three levels of capacity (Institutional , Organizational and Individual), 
to provide efficient waste management service in Addis Ababa is vital. 

Since your cooperation is highly valuable for thi s study, you are kindly requested to give your 
honest and frank opinion, 

Thank you 
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Institutional Capacity 

No Desired Institutional Capacity 
Level of Capacity 

Identified Reasons / Gaps 
(High, Medium, Low) 

I Waste management awareness 

and educati on campatgns 
(\ directed at key target groups 

2 Accountab ility and reporting 

mechanism 

e.g., annual reports, websites 

3 Mechanisms available for public 

access to environmental 

info rmation e.g., freedom of 

information, websites, 

information centers 

4 New or revised policies 

accompanying to support the use 

of economic and voluntary 

instruments for WM to 

complement regulatory too ls 

5 Relative mandates, rol es, 

responsibilities and relationships 

are clarified among 

environmental and WM organs 

6 Decentrali zati on of powers and 

strengthening of local offices 

capacity for WM 

7 Inter-agency coordinati on and 

collaborati on frameworks 

8 Stakeholder engagement in WM 
' ) policies, procedures and 

mechanisms fo r three levels of 

engagement: awareness-raising, 

consultation and involvement 

9 Level of stable budget 

allocations for WM 

10 Shared information systems and 

databases 
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Organizational Capacity 

Desired Organizationa l Capacity 
Level of Capacity Identified No 

(High , Medium, Low) Reasons I Gaps 
I Institutional restructuring to reorgani ze 

structures and funct ions 
2 Internal cOlllmunication and collaboration 

mechanism s: committees, working groups, 
information-sharing and networking 

, 
Technical and field support for waste j 

management [unctions 
4 Capacity for budgeting and resource 

mobil ization 

5 Diversification of funding sources for 
waste management 

6 Training needs assessments (indiv idual 
and organizational ), and training plans, 
programmes and eva luation 

7 Use of materia l reso urces, e.g., vehicles, 
labs, equipment, to support to waste mgt 

8 Use of scientific and technical information 
to support evidence-based waste 
management dec ision-making, e.g. , 
research, techn ical standards and 
guidelines 

9 Gu idelines and programmes to develop 
and transfer environmentally appropriate 
waste management technology 

Individual Capacity 

No Desired individua l Ca pacity 
Level of Capacity Identified 

(High, Medium, Low) Reasons/Gaps 
I Changed att itudes, beliefs, values, 

mo tivation and commitment in re lation w ith 
waste management 

2 Specialized scientifi c and teclmical skill s; 
interdisciplinary skill s, and communication 
and co llaboration ski lis 
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